
Chapter 5: Religion is A Horrible Thing To Waste 

With the first rays of the rising sun did the phoenix wannabe did appear in the distance. Even                  
though many people are already awake and starting their days, few ever sit and watch the sun rise. And                   
as it was few saw Wanderer trying to fly to the capital. They had started a few miles away, but he didn’t                      
realize just how large this city was.  

“Why are we even doing this?” Medusa yelled. Both of the women were riding on his back. Safe                  
thanks to some fire resistance charms Tanthia has whipped up for them.  

“Because,” he thought skimming over another building. Damn this city was huge. “We are going               
to find whoever is in charge of this place and set things right.” 

“You mean that you aren’t their mystical bird god that hates snakes and guards the elixir of                 
immortality?” she asked. 

“Exactly,” his thoughts echoed in her mind. “We’ll get this foolishness sorted out in no time.                
Maybe an hour tops.” 

“So instead you want them to know that you are just some random demigod sorcerer that just                 
happens to turn into a giant flaming bird? That also has a hatred for snake gods and guards a mythical                    
elixir that grants immortality.”  

“Uh.” 

“Ah, leave him alone, Medusa.” Tanthia had decked herself out in her fines clothing from back                
when they had lived in Persia. Then she had covered herself in all of her gold, silver, lesser gems, but                    
most importantly, her lapis lazuli. Every piece of jewelry had at least one of the blue stones in it. It was                     
her favorite stone after all. In other worlds the things were rare and expensive, but here? She was                  
freaking rich, an heiress to some company, worth millions. And those little rocks were cheap as hell. She                  
had a room full of beads, rods, necklaces, bracelets, raw stones, bowls made of the stuff full of various                   
sized balls; however she could get the stuff. Already she had wasted near a million dollar on them and                   
that wasn’t even touching the gold and other gems. “We’re going to have so much fun when his plan                   
fails!”  

“Your confidence in me speaks volumes of our relationship. And it’s not going to fail.” 

“It’s not that,” his wife responded. “You are dealing with faith here. Logic and reason won’t                
sway most of them. These are people who want validation of their beliefs. These people want to see                  
gods and no matter what you really say they will claim you as one. Any denial on your part will be seen                      
as a test of faith. Then we can expect conflicting religions to want their own signs and omens of their                    
gods.” 

“Yeah? Well, what is the real Garuda going to think of all this?” 

Tanny piped up. “Not much, see as he doesn’t exist in this world anymore.” That was interesting.                 
“When we arrived here I looked into the local gods and didn’t find anyone important.  

“Good thinking. I didn’t think about that.” 



“Of course you didn’t, but I’m more than just the most beautiful woman in the world. A lot of                   
gods get bored when worlds get too civilized and then leave. You got maybe a few dozen minor gods                   
here and there. But these Hindu gods are nowhere to be found.” 

“That’s good to know. We don’t want to piss off anyone important.” 

“Yeah. I doubt Buddha or that Yahweh guy are going to do anything to stop us. They don’t seem                   
to interact with the world much and when they do it is small ways that can easily be overlooked.” 

The realization caused Wanderer to falter in flight for a moment. “What the fuck? Yahweh is                
real?” 

“Yap, he reminds me of Mitra.” Tanthia said looking over her shoulder at a flock of birds that                  
were following them. “Both think too highly of themselves and want to be the only gods. They try to                   
take all the faith for themselves so there is nothing left for others.” 

“Okay, enough talk about the local gods,” Medusa said as a helicopter had spotted them and                
was coming in for a closer look. “But why did we have to come along? And why did you insist on us                      
wearing these outfits?” Medusa was wearing a dress that would have looked at home back in Ancient                 
Greece. She even looked like her original self.  

Turning a head of flames towards the helicopter Wanderer let out a powerful shriek enhanced               
through magic. “Back off!” You could see the effect on the pilot as the helicopter was slammed with the                   
not only the sound, but the force of the thoughts behind it. It wavered before righting itself and moving                   
to a safer distance. 

“Damn it, Wanderer! You know I have tinnitus!” Medusa screamed as she covered her ears.               
“Mup, mup, mup…”  

“Sorry, but I need character witnesses. I need people to back me up on the not a god thing. And I                     
don’t want people recognizing us as our covers.”  

“Yeah, but in this world I’m black and Tanthia is a white redhead. I doubt anyone would                 
recognize us in our real forms.” They flew for a few minutes in mostly silence. Now they had three news                    
helicopters following them and at least five military trying to clear the air space.  

“Tanny, quick question.” 

“Yes, my beloved husband.” The gleeful smile she wore told that she was already aware of the                 
question. 

“What in the abyss is with all these birds following us? Are screwing around with magic again?”                 
As he spoke more birds seemed to join the flock. It has started with a few, but now the flock was                     
massive. Birds of all types were flying in to be near him. They kept enough of a distance to not get                     
burned, but were still close enough to cause a distraction.  

“This isn’t me, oh great king of the skies,” she laughed. “Maybe you’re causing enough faith in                 
Garuda so that he can affect the world again.” 



“Well, I can’t keep flying if they keep this up. I’m going to have to land.” Looking around there                   
wasn’t many placed to choose from. The largest open space made Wanderer groan with disgust. He                
would have sworn that the birds were trying to force him to land.  

Akshardham was one of the largest temples in the city. Thankfully it was close this early. But a                  
few workers and priests appeared to witness the two women jump off of Wanderer’s back and him turn                  
back into his normal form. The priest and workers fell to their knees in prayer, while a few security                   
guards looked on in fear. With a finger pointed and a voice that boomed as loud as thunder Wanderer                   
made his wishes known. “I demand the presence of whoever runs this country! I have some words for                  
him and they are not pleasant ones. And someone get me some damn food. I’m hungry!” 

An eagle flew down to drop an ear of corn at his feet. It looked pleased with itself.  

- - - - - ISIS HQ - - - - - 

The doors bounced as Lana Kang and Sterling Archer rushed into ISIS HQ. Granted this was                
about 7:30 on a Friday night, so there weren’t any people left to witness them rush in guns drawn.                   
“What are guns going to do against this guy?” 

“You know what? Now that I think about it these might be worthless.” Holstering his gun Archer                 
looked around. The place was empty, except for some sounds coming from Krieger’s lab.  

Lana looked over quizzically. “What’s he still doing here?” 

“Does it matter? He might be able to help us get some better weapons.” 

Lights and small booms sounded from the open door along with shouts of triumph. “Yes!               
Finally!” 

A rant in Japanese was heard as they approached the door. Krieger’s mecha wife was upset                
again. “Jikai wa motto chūi shite kudasai. Watashi wa CPU ga age rarenai yō ni shitai.” 

“Sorry, this is just so much fun.” Another crackling of electricity greeted Sterling and Lana. With                
the shocked looks on their faces they couldn’t say anything.  

Bands of electricity encircled Dr Krieger’s arms as he tried shooting it down the firing range.                
Some went wildly off course. “These damn things are so hard to use.” 

“Um, Krieger-sama,” the battle droid wife tried to get in, but Krieger was too distracted. 

“I know! He just makes it all look so damn easy.” 

The sight of this combined with the things Archer showed her that made sense was just too                 
much. “What the fuck, Krieger?!” 

“Um… smoke bomb?” 

“No, you’re not smoke bombing your way out of this one,” she shouted. 

It was about ten minutes of explanations later that Archer sat next to the vial of Conduit serum.                  
“Hurry up and just do it.” 



Lana stood arms crossed as she tapped her foot. “Archer, are you sure about this? Have you                 
stopped to consider it might be dangerous?”  

“Lana, superpowers.” Archer clapped excited as if her were a child. “Krieger used the same stuff                
on himself. I’ll be fine.” 

“But Archer…” 

“Superpowers” 

“Almighty then,” Dr Krieger said tapping the needle. You should feel a small pinch from this.  

Archer looked over with smug satisfaction. “See, Lana. It won’t hurt a bit.” 

Dr Krieger jab Sterling before he spoke next. “Oh, no. The needle isn’t what’s going to hurt.                 
You’re about to have your DNA rewritten. If anything, you should have brought an extra pair of pants for                   
when you lose bowel control.” 

That was enough to sober Archer up. “I’m going to crap my pants?” 

The memory of lying screaming in pain came to Krieger. “Among other things.”  

- - - - - New Delhi, India - - - - - 

The armed military escort cleared a path for Medusa as she made her way back towards                
Wanderer. She had found out that she really did need the escort with all the people wanting to touch                   
her. The temples were crowded from just one ‘muh phoenix’ stunt. But now? With the news showing                 
that not only had ‘Garuda’ returned, but this time he had brought two goddesses with him. The gates                  
had practically been torn down from all the people who wanted to see with their own eyes. Why did                   
Tanthia have to be right? 

For the most part if not for emergency military aid trying to restore order they might have been                  
mobbed. The people didn’t want to hurt them, but so many trying to touch and beg for blessing and                   
prays could easily crush them. As she passed the people bowed and offered prayers. It felt so weird.                  
Medusa had even transformed into her gorgon form, but that only made people thinks she was some                 
snake goddess. They weren’t even scared or anything. She had grown up in a world where if anyone                  
pulled this kind of stunt multiple gods would have promptly shown up to make them wish they were                  
dead.  

Tanthia was having the time of her life. She had decreed that she would be sanctifying marriages                 
and, oh boy, did people come for that. Apparently the Indian notion of large extravagant weddings could                 
be thrown out the window if you had a goddess performing the ceremony. People even came wanting                 
approval for marriages outside their caste. Which apparently was a very big deal here. Tanthia was                
handing out marriage after marriage, vow renewals, dread curses to prevent adultery and more.  

She passed by the long line for the mystical healing fountain. While waiting Wanderer had               
poured a gallon of ambrosia into the thing. He had said something along the lines of if a drop can cure                     
any illness then diluting a gallon in there should be enough for about every cup full to grant that. Then                    
warned people that it would only last until sunset. Armed soldiers had to keep people in lines and hand                   
the ‘blessed’ water out one cup at a time. Wanderer had decreed that sick children and the elderly                  



should get first drinks. She half suspected that he just wanted to see what would happen or he was just                    
being thoughtless while trying to help people. It was hard to tell with that man.  

She finally slithered over to find Wanderer. He was in a special section behind a lot more guards                  
meant to keep the news people away. Oh, they could film the talks, but they weren’t allowed to get                   
closer. It appeared as if his meeting with the prime minister was wrapping up. A nod and a shaking of                    
hands brought many flashes of cameras. The prime minister’s escort appeared to lead him to a waiting                 
podium while more pictures were taken. He was going to give a speech on what was said. 

The military made room for her. One even jumped back as her head snakes snapped at his face.                  
Well, enough of that. She switched back to her more human looking self to the flash of pictures galore.                   
The news people really wanted to so an interview with them. Medusa made sure to speak in Greek.                  
“How did it go?” 

His response was a shrug and more Greek. “Better than I expected. We talked about pollution                
and fact that their current system needs to be vastly improved if they want to feed their population. The                   
rampant consumerism. About how they can’t keep diverting water away from the farming regions to               
support these cities and expect the farmers to have enough. How the rivers are not the damn garbage                  
dumps. Basic respect the environment stuff that should be obvious. He even agreed to call a U.N.                 
meeting to discuss the environment.” 

“And the Garuda thing?” 

Sighing the man looked up at eh sky where the nearby birds stared back at him. “He says that he                    
understands that I’m not a god, but as far as the people are concerned it doesn’t really matter. If I want                     
them to be efficient and proactive in cleaning up their environment then they need to see a god. And                   
the fact that that a god who hates snakes is here with a snake goddess to deliver a warning should be a                      
big enough red flag to make a lot of the faithful to take this seriously. I hate when Tanny is always right.” 

- - - - - The Bar - - - - - 

The days after the United Nations meeting were hectic. Some of it might have been with                
Wanderer threatening the world to clean up pollution. Maybe a few dozen people died because they                
refused to go along with his reasonable ideas. China was certainly pissed at him for the time being.                  
Medusa might have jokingly threatened to unleash Cthulhu, which in turn started cults dedicated to the                
Lovecraftian mythos. Or it might be because of the sightings.  

An angel had been spotted in Rome. The winged serpent Quetzalcoatl made a brief appearance               
at Teotihuacan. A few others appearing here and there. Just Tanny screwing around. None did anything,                
except show up as a display. The krakens on the other hand were causing trouble. Illegal fishing boats                  
were being sunk every day. Apparently Tanny and Krieger had been growing the things. Lengthy               
questioning on his part was how he learned that they were trying to mix science and magic to make a                    
dragon. That being said, religious establishments around the world were being flooded by people not               
wanting to leave any doubt that they believed. Likewise, bars saw a massive upswing in patrons. 

Wanderer and Sterling Archer sat at a booth drinking. “Yeah,” Wanderer said. 

“Yeah,” was Archer’s response. 



“So, we good?” 

“Are you kidding?” Archer replied. “You spent three years making me think I was going crazy.”                
Ice started forming on the table. “But now I have freaking superpowers! And my tinnitus is gone. This                  
makes up for everything!”  

“”Watch the emotions. You might accidentally cause some trouble.” 

“Oh,” Archer just noticed that his cup was covered in ice. Luckily, alcohol doesn’t freeze. “Can                
you believe that Cyril ended up with paper? Like how much lamer can you get then being able to control                    
paper?” 

Raising a single eyebrow Wanderer took a long drink. “I once watched a man die the death of                  
ten thousand paper cuts. Paper can be very dangerous if you know how to use it.”  

“Wow, that actually sounds horrible.” 

“Yeah, most powers are about how creative you get with them.” They sat in relative silence for a                  
while before Wanderer spoke again. “So, why did you go through all this trouble? It’s still hard to believe                   
that you found so much about me.” 

“Are you kidding? Your stories are amazing.” Laughing Archer downed his drink. “Do you know               
how many people would kill to have your life? Just the adventure and magic. You can do magic!” 

“Not so loud.” The warning was a little too late as several people looked over. It was very                  
crowded tonight.  

“I have so many questions. I want to know so much.” 

Well, this was awkward. Archer was a fanboy. “Fine, we can talk about it. Just no telling anyone                  
else. We need to keep a low profile.” 

Swirling his drink for a moment, Archer looked up. “This is about the greatest day of my life, but                   
I want you to know I kind of feel sorry about what happened between you and Ishtar.” 

“What are you talking about?” Wanderer’s tone was jovial, but held the edge of a threat.                
“Tanthia and I are doing great. We had kids and everything. Talking about maybe having another.” 

“Well, maybe you did, but your Tanthia isn’t Ishtar.” 

The room went cold. “Of course she is. If she wasn’t then who is she?” A vague memory of a                    
tentacle blacker than black crossed his mind and of a meeting in the astral sea before he shook it away. 

The look on Archer’s face was one of genuine worry and curiosity. “Seriously, have you never                
read the book based on your adventures?” 

- - - - - Girl’s Night Out - - - - - 

Glass sprayed across the floor as Tanthia stared dumbfounded at something in the distance.  

Pam shook her a bit. “Hey, Tanny. You okay there? You just spilled that without taking a single                  
sip.” 



“I sense a disturbance in my marriage.” Her eyes glazed over.  

Lana looked concerned. “This a marriage demigod thing or         
something else?” 

“Well, it could be,” Medusa started as she took another drink.           
“But then again they do have a weird marriage. So, it could be             
anything.” 

“No, no, no! God damn it, Archer! I was supposed to have            
more time.” Grabbing her stuff she ran for the door. 

The front door of the bar exploded inwards with fire. People           
screamed and ran. Tables got overturned and beers were         
tossed aside. And through the chaos and mess Tanthia         
watched a figure in stone armor with orange eyes stroll in as if             
it were all normal. She knew him without a doubt. “Hey,           
honey. Something the matter?” 

“I think it’s about time we had a little talk,” Wanderer said            
raising the Sword of Dormin as black tendrils of smoke          
seemed to leach out towards Tanthia. 

 


